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lee krasner a biography gail levin 9780061845277 - lee krasner a biography gail levin on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers perhaps best known as the long suffering wife of jackson pollock lee krasner is now finally being recognized
as one of the 20th century s modernist masters in lee krasner, harper lee author biography - harper lee is best known for
writing the pulitzer prize winning best seller to kill a mockingbird 1960 and go set a watchman 2015 which portrays the later
years of the finch family learn, lee krasner overview and analysis theartstory - krasner s energetic pulsating images
exemplify her synthesis of abstract form and psychological content which is part of her contribution to modern art, brenda
lee singer biography - brenda lee was one of the 1960s most popular artists best known for her rockin around the
christmas tree her career has spanned over five decades, jackson pollock pollock krasner house and study center paul jackson pollock was born in cody wyoming on 28 january 1912 he was the fifth and youngest son of leroy mccoy
pollock and stella mcclure pollock, ilse koch jewish virtual library - ilse koch was born in dresden germany in 1906 a
secretary by profession koch joined the nazi party in 1932 four years later she married karl otto koch 1897 1945 head of the
sachsenhausen concentration camp who in 1937 was assigned to build a new concentration camp in buchenwald, marcia
gay harden biography imdb - marcia gay harden was born on august 14 1959 in la jolla california the third of five children
her mother beverly bushfield was a homemaker and her father thad harold harden was in the military, elena kagan jewish
virtual library - elena kagan is a jewish american judge and an associate justice of the united states supreme court kagan
was born in new york new york on april 28 1960 kagan attended the lincoln square synagogue growing up and became a
bat mitzvah in an unusual friday night ceremony, jackson pollock art reproductions galerie dada - pollock jackson
biography one of the leading exponents of abstract expressionism particularly the form known as action painting after
considerable stylistic experimentation he developed about 1947 the radical drip painting technique that became his hallmark
, marcia gay harden wikipedia - marcia gay harden born august 14 1959 is an american actress her film breakthrough was
in the 1990 coen brothers directed miller s crossing she followed this with roles in films including used people 1992 the first
wives club 1996 and flubber 1997 for her performance as artist lee krasner in the 2000 film pollock she won the academy
award for best supporting actress, hans hofmann abstract expressionist painter biography - training in paris born in
weissenburg bavaria when still a child he moved with his family to munich where at the age of 18 he attended art school
despite demonstrating a precocious ability in science and mathematics, willem de kooning american artist britannica
com - willem de kooning born april 24 1904 rotterdam netherlands died march 19 1997 east hampton new york u s dutch
born american painter who was one of the leading exponents of abstract expressionism particularly the form known as
action painting during the 1930s and 40s de kooning, 100 famous women of the 20th century thoughtco - the women
presented here have written books discovered elements explored the unknown ruled countries and saved lives plus so
much more browse through this list of 100 famous women from the 20th century and be amazed by their stories
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